
Fittings supplied

Tools required

Pozi head screw driver

Assembly instruction leaflet no. 42

    Assembly steps
 

1.  Place top upside down.  Screw  
     part B (x10) and push part A (x4) in
     the appropriate holes on the top.
 

2.  Push part E (x9) (with the arrows
     facing out) into the side modesty.  
     (First ensuring the holes are free 
     from any debris).  Then in the same 
     manner push part E (x6) into the 
     front modesty.
 

3.  Screw part C (x3) into the holes 
     marked with the green stickers on 
     the front modesty.  (Do not use part B
     as this will will damage your product).
     Then push part A (x3) in the 
     remaining holes on the same face.
 

4.  Add the front modesty to the top, do 
     not tighten part E (x3).
 

5.  Lift the front modesty slightly, 
     connect the side modesty via 
     parts A and C on the front modesty, 
     then lower all onto the fittings on the 
     top.  Only tighten parts E (x3) that 
     connect the two modesty panels.
 

6.  Screw part B (x6), push part A (x6) 
     and D (x4) (arrows facing out / holes 
     free from debris) into the appropriate 
     holes on the two slabs.  (Panels are 
     ambidextrous, be sure to add fittings
     correctly, some holes will be free).
 

7.  To add a slab to the desk lift the
     modesty slightly, locate parts A and B 
     on the slab into the holes on the 
     modesty, then lower both the slab and
     the modesty onto the fittings on the top.  
     Repeat with other slab.
 

8. Tighten all of parts E and D on the slabs
    and modesty panels.
      

9. Screw part G (x9) into the slabs and 
     modesty panels.
  

10.Push part F (x19), part H (x6) and part I 
     (x6) into the appropriate places to finish 
     the desk.
 

11.Turn desk over onto feet.
 

Crescent Reception Unit

Part B
Minifix bolts chipfast 34x15
Quantity=42

Part A
Dowels
Quantity=45
 

Part C
Minifix bolts chipfast 34x11
Quantity=5
 

Part D.
Minifix alloy cams 25mm
Quantity=12

Part E
Minifix alloy cams 18mm
Quantity=35
 

Part F
Cover caps
Quantity=47

Part G
Adjustable feet
Quantity=9
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Important
Please ensure parts B and C are screwed into the 
correct holes, failure to do this will damage you product.

Important
Only screw part C (x3) into the holes 
marked with the green stickers.
 

Part H
Hole plugs 5mm
Quantity=6

Part I
Hole plugs 8mm
Quantity=6
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Nylon hammer
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Tools required

Pozi head screw driver

Assembly instruction leaflet no. 42

    Assembly steps
 

Step 2
 

5.  Screw part B (x11) into the desk top.
 

6.  To the desk over side add part E (x8)
     (arrows facing out / hoes free from
     debris).  Then in the same manner add
     part E (x8) to the desk over front and 
     screw part C (x2) into the holes marked 
     with the green stickers.  (Do not use part
     B as this will damage your product)
 

7.  Add the desk over front to the top (do not 
     tighten parts E).
 

8.  Lift the deskover front slightly, Connect 
     the desk over side via parts C on the 
     deskover front.  Then lower both panels 
     onto the fittings on the top, only tighten 
     parts E (x2) that connect the two 
     deskover panels.
 

9.  Screw part B (x2) and push part D (x4) 
     into the holes on the desk over end 
     (arrows facing out / holes free from 
     debris).  To add the end panel lift the side 
     panel slightly and locate parts B (x2) into 
     the holes on the side panel.  Then lower 
     both the end and side panels onto the 
     fittings on the top.
 
10.To add the pigeon hole, (ensuring the 
     assembly remains complete) slide it 
     horizontally so parts B on the 25mm 
     pigeon hole side locate in the holes on 
     the deskover front (do this without lifting 
     the deskover front), stop when the pigeon 
     hole hits the bolts (part B) on the desk top.  
 
     Then lift the pigeon hole and deskover 
     front slightly and slide the pigeon hole the 
     remaining distance.  Then lower all onto 
     the fittings on the desk top.
 

11.Add parts B (x11) to the desk over top, 
     lower this onto the unit to complete the 
     assembly.
 

12.Tighten all of parts E and D, and push 
     parts F (x28) into the appropriate places
     to finish the desk.
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Important
Please ensure parts B and C are screwed into the correct holes, failure to do this will damage you product.
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    Assembly steps
 

Step 1
 

1.  Lay the two pigeon hole sides 
     down with the holes facing 
     up.  On the 25mm panel 
     screw part B (x2), push part 
     D (x4) (arrows facing out / 
     holes free from debris) and part 
     A (x8) into the appropriate holes.  In 
     the same manner add part A (x8) 
     and part E (x4) to the 18mm pigeon 
     hole side.
 

2.  Take the 25mm pigeon hole side, to 
     this add 4 shelves ensuring the 
     edging tape is on the front.  Then 
     push part A (x8) into the appropriate 
     holes on the shelves.
 

3.  Push the upright onto the shelves 
     ensuring the edging tape is on the 
     front then push part A (x8) into the 
     appropriate holes on the upright.
 

4.  Add 4 more shelves, and the 18mm 
     pigeon hole side to complete the 
     assembly, (ensure the edging tape 
     is on the front).

Edging tape

Edging tape

Important
Only screw part C (x2) into the holes 
marked with the green stickers

Deskover top
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Nylon hammer


